Mrs. Tennis-

Just a few lines today. Helen is feeling much better & the doctor has taken good care of her but she still has a terrible week ahead.

The lecture on Christianity occupied a few moments before she left for Washington & had risen by then to twice the telephone line. One of them to make things better for her.

The last "letter" belongs here, as here few telephones. So do not know very much about the happening in connection with the Russian mission. I am one of these men for the possibility of good and many chances of harm. I can see only now off from New York Armstrong asked for and published the article on Russian's. It is a fact, that chance article, and there was no reason for putting

Yours truly, from

This form of the exercises is leaving me a good deal of discomfort but in the whole it is less than what I had before making the trip to Houston.
I had been eating very normally and am again on soft foods mostly.

The newspapers, radio, and television for the next few weeks will be busy with our Russian army, there are few leaders but a very daring one - but I hope we will handle the situation right.

Their Jorge is made love to you all.

Fondly,

[Signature]